CHAPTER I. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

1. Census Code
   Department: Municipality: Section: Sector:

2. Sequential number of dwelling:

3. [Illegible]

4. [Illegible]

5. Block:

6. Name of settlement:

7. Category of settlement:
   City
   Town
   Village
   [Rest illegible]

8. Address of dwelling
   Street, avenue, road, boulevard, diagonal, perimeter road). No. of house: ______
   Municipal zone: ______

CHAPTER II – CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DWELLING

1. The type of dwelling is:

   Private:

   Formal house
   Apartment
   Room in boarding house (palomar)
   Hut
   Improvised house
   Other
Collective:

Hotel, hospital, health centre, asylum, orphanage, military or police establishment, barracks and others

Homeless persons
Skip to chapter VII

2. Illegible

3. What is the predominant material used in the roofing?

Concrete
Metal panel
Asbestos cement
Roofing tiles
Straw, palm leaves or similar
Other

4. The dwelling is:
Occupied
With persons present
With persons absent
Of seasonal use

Unoccupied
For sale or rent
Under construction or repair
Abandoned

5. What is the predominant material used for flooring?
Ceramic brick
Cement brick
Clay brick
Cement “cake”
Parquet
Wood
Dirt
Other

CHAPTER III. IDENTIFICATION OF HOUSEHOLDS

1. How many people are currently living in this dwelling?

One person (Skip to chapter IV)
Two or more persons

2. Do these persons prepare their food separately?
Yes
No (Skip to chapter IV)

3. How many groups of persons prepare their food separately?
Total number of groups:

| Each group is a Census Household; continue the interview for the first household on this form. For other households, use other forms, transcribing the answers given in Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter I from this form; enter the corresponding subsequent household numbers and continue the interviews as from chapter IV. |

CHAPTER IV. HOUSEHOLD HOUSING SITUATION

1. In what condition does this household occupy this dwelling?

As owner
Under rental
Ceded (lent)
Other

2. What type of water service does the household regularly have available

Piped for exclusive use
Piped for several households
Public standpipe, outside the dwelling
Well
Truck or barrel
River, lake or spring
Other

3. Does the household have sanitary facilities?

Yes  No (Skip to question 6)

4. Of what type?

Toilet connected to the sewerage network
Toilet connected to a septic tank
Washable lavatory
Latrine or pit

5. The sanitary facility is …

For the household’s exclusive use
For use by several households

6. What type of lighting does the household regularly have available?

Electricity
Solar panel
Ordinary gas
Candle
Other

7. How many rooms does the household have, excluding the kitchen and bathroom?

8. Of the total number of rooms, how many are used as bedrooms?

9. Does the household have a room used exclusively for cooking?
   Yes
   No

10. What fuel is mainly used for cooking?
    Electricity
    Propane gas
    Ordinary gas
    [illegible]

11. How does the household regularly eliminate waste?
    Municipal collection service
    Private collection service
    By burning
    By depositing it in a convenient place
    By burying it
    Other

12. Does any member of the household work, in this dwelling, in the preparation of articles for sale, such as furniture, clothing, sewing, handicrafts or foods?
   Yes
   No

13. Does any member of this household suffer from

   Blindness: Yes No
   Deafness: Yes No

   Loss of or disability in limbs

   Upper: Yes No
   Lower: Yes No

   Mental deficiency: Yes No
   Other disability: Yes No
CHAPTER V - INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

1. During the last 10 years, has any member of this household gone to live permanently in another country?

Yes
No

2. How many men?

3. How many women?

CHAPTER VI - TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE HOUSEHOLD

1. [illegible]

2. Where do they live most of the time?

Exact address:
Department:
Municipality:
In another country (Skip to OTHER PLACE)

3. How many people comprise this household?
Total

No. Name and surname of persons comprising this household:

CHAPTER VII – PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Person No_____ Name:_____ (self-reported? Yes/No)

FOR ALL PERSONS

1. What is the person’s relationship to the head of household?

Head of household
Spouse or companion
Son or daughter
Stepson or stepdaughter
Son/daughter-in-law
Grandchild
Brother or sister
Father or mother
Father/mother-in-law
Other family relative
Domestic employee
Other non-relative
Guest or lodger
Person in collective dwelling
Homeless person

2. Is the person a man or a woman?  Man  Woman

3. How many years old is the person?  ________ (if less than one year old put 00; if 98 or more, put 98)

4. Date of birth:  Day  Month  Year

5. In what municipality and department was the person born?

Here
Municipality:
Department or country:
For births abroad, indicate year of arrival in the country

6. In what municipality and department was the person usually living in December 1996?  
(When Peace Accord was signed)

Not born
Here
Municipality:
Department or country:

7. Is the person’s mother alive?  Yes  No

8. Is the person indigenous?  Yes  No

9. Which ethnic group (people) does the person belong to? (Indicate the corresponding code)

(Codes for Questions 9, 10 and 11)
01 Achi
02 [illegible]
03 [illegible]
04 [illegible]
05 [illegible]
06 [illegible]
07 [illegible]
08 [illegible]
09 [illegible]
10 K’iche
11 Mam
12 Mopa
13 Paqomam
14 Poqomchi
15 Q'anjob'al
16 Q'eqchi
17 [illegible]
18 [illegible]
19 [illegible]
20 Tz'utujil
21 Uspanteko
22 Xinka
23 Garifuna
24 Ladino
25 Spanish language
26 None
27 Other

10. In which language did the person first learn to speak?

11. [illegible]

FOR PERSONS OF SEVEN YEARS OLD AND MORE

12. Can the person read and write? Yes  No

13. What is the highest grade and level of study that the person has completed?

None
Pre-primary
Primary
Secondary
Higher

14. During the 2000 school year ... [illegible]

15. What was the main cause ... [illegible]

Lack of money
Had to work
No school
Parental wishes
Household chores
Did not like school/did not want to go
Studies completed
Other

16. Did the person work during the week of 17 - 23 November?
Yes (Skip to question 18)
No

17. [illegible] during the week 17 - 23 November?
   [illegible]
   [illegible] helped in agricultural activities
   [illegible] or helped to prepare food products (tortillas, [illegible], tamales, tostadas) for sale.
   Prepared or helped prepare articles such as hats, baskets, handicrafts and furniture for sale
   Prepared or helped to sew or weave articles for sale
   Looked for work having worked before
   Looked for work for the first time
   Studied only
   Lived exclusively from investment income or retirement pension
   Undertook domestic chores only
   Did not work

18. What is the occupation, type of work or main activity carried out in that job?

19. In that main occupation, the person works/worked as:

   Boss
   Self-employed with own work place
   Self-employed without own work place
   Public employee
   Private employee
   Unpaid family worker

20. What does the factory, workshop, office, farm or establishment in which the person works (or used to work) do?

FOR PERSONS OF 12 YEARS OLD OR MORE

21. What is the person’s current conjugal status?

   Cohabiting  Married  Divorced or Separated  Widow/Widower  Single

FOR WOMEN OF 12 YEARS OLD OR MORE

22. How many live-born children has the person had in total?

   Male  Female  None (Skip to OTHER PERSON)

23. How many of the person’s children are currently living?
   Male  Female

24. What is the date of birth of the person’s last live-born child?
   Day  Month  Year
25. Is the person’s last live-born child still alive?
   Yes   No